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*Equipment - readily available 
- sticks, pucks, vests, pylons, paint, tubing 
- coaching boards, pens, eraser 
- practice plan 

Remember:  

How players perform in a game situation is directly related to how and 

what they have been practising. Game day is an opportunity to see the 

results of your teaching. 



*Pre Game day practice - no new drills, short and snappy = confidence 
- not too technical 
- light physically 
- players not playing - extra work 

- value - mental, routine, get out of 
right frame of mind; an opportunity to get better 

- optional ? 
- offensive orientated 
- players not dressing - extra work 

coaches - important in practice planning 
- conduct portion of practice; group work; drill 
supervision; provide feedback; individual work. 

*Theme of the day. 

*Tell players how long, what is expected. 

*Communicate - personal contact with players. 

*Avoid confrontations and long tactical discussions on the ice. 

*Water breaks. 

*Injured players - observe practice 
- cycle while watching practice 

*Incorporate development of mental skills in practice 
- energize, visual, parking, assertiveness, expressiveness. 

*Gimmicks at the end of practice - 

*Establish a library of practices, 

pizza coupons, shoot for cash, showdown. 

drills - imagination 
- watch other practices 
- coaches corner 

*Make notes while watching a game - areas to work on. 

*Pre Game Skate 

*Use of Assistant 

bed, fill time 

*Problems 
Off ice: 

On ice: 

with lack of ice time: 
- pre stretch 
- pre ice 
- conditioning 
- skill developments - roller blades 

- puck control with balls 
- team play - gym, tennis courts, parking lot 
- half ice practices 



Additional Practice Considerations  

*Look like a coach. 

*Video practices : review with coaches and players. 

*Sit in the stands and watch your team practice. 

*Goalies:  
i) Ensure proper warm-up. 

ii) Role in the practice : goal warm-up; shooting drill; forget about 
him and then go back to him: warm-up? 

iii) Drills - situational drills : to expose goalies to impossible 
situations. 

- skill drills - angles, walkout, rebounds, stick work 
- team play - duplicate game situations, don't look at the 
goaltender in isolation. 

- scoring drills - for both goalies and shooters 
- at least one drill per practice that is for the goal-
tender. 

iv) Conditioning (more specific for goalies): 
Anaerobic work - eg: 4-10" intervals of quick side-side activity 

- crease to top of the circle. 

v) Number of Goalies: 
Three - rotate them through (coach gives the directions) 

- prior to game day two goalies rotate 
One - have something in other net - shooter tutor, pylon 

- transition, regroup drills that utilize entire ice, 
however, only one end for shooting. 

vi) End of practice: "Goalies pick up the pucks". 

*Incorporate conditioning with skill drills. 

*Emphasize - pass the puck hard! 
- shoot to score 
- goalies - an effort to stop the puck 

*Scrimmages in practice: 
- be specific regarding purpose - puck movement: two strides and pass 

- change on the fly 
- break out, regroup 
- face-offs 
- specialty situations 
- fun activities 



Sample Practice Plans  
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of repetitions, frequency of repetitions, number of players 
participating in the (total) drill and in each repetition. 

12. Once the drill is designed: analyze the drill carefully to ensure 
that factors such as safety, drill continuity and purpose are met. 
Then ask yourself: 	"Is there any way I can make this drill 
better?" 

13. Vary your drills from practice to practice: 
- Use different drills to get same results. 

Operating the Practice 

Good Start  
- Arrive early: be organized, greet the players. 

- Be upbeat, positive, energetic, enthusiastic. 

- High verbal communication early in practice. 

- Mass, fun activity: 2 puck scrimmage. 

Communication  

- Essential in effective coaching. 

Drill Explanation:  

Gather quickly to common meeting point and gain attention immediately. 

Clear and concise explanation in the description of the drill. 

Maintain eye contact - who is listening, understanding?. 

Cue words - identify and repeat once the drill is understood. 

The more concise the better - 2 or 3 minutes. 

Good Demonstration  

If required, position players to see the key aspects of the performance. 

Seeing often requires hearing. 



18. Relate practices to game situations that occur repeatedly 
-use game stats to give you an indication of individual and team 
performance: scoring chances offensively and defensively, power 
killing and power playing number of passes and puck movement, 
individual checking success. 

19. Allow for flexibility. 

20. Scrimmage; play situations - a chance to play and enjoy the game 
they love; fun aspect. 

Drill Design - plan the details of each drill carefully. 

1. Every drill must be designed with a specific purpose that will 
contribute to the objective(s) of the practice. 

2. Ensure the drill is applicable for your setting; age and ability 
level. 

3. Ensure that drill design is concerned with safety; maximum 
participation by the players as well as a fluid transition/ 
rotation of players from beginning - end - beginning. 

4. Drills must be challenging and rewarding whereby both effort and 
concentration is required on the part of the players; yet we must 
allow for success (positive reinforcement). 

5. Drills should directly simulate game situations that will allow 
players to identify and focus on key situations that they will face 
during actual game competition. 

6. Identify the main teaching points and specific cue words that you 
will use in your drill description and explanation. 

7. Emphasize tempo and execution. 

8. Drills should stress competition as much as possible, 
eg: scoring drills with goalies 
- 1 on 1, 2 on 2 
- time factor, success ratio 

9. Second effort drills; allow for 2nd or 3rd effort situations 
(2nd shot on the net, backcheck, start next repetition). 

10. Allot a length of time for each drill to run. Each drill should be 
long enough to successfully achieve the given objective and short 
enough to avoid boredom or excessive fatigue. 

11. Be concerned with the energy expenditure related with the drill - 
amount of skating; amount of contact; number of repetitions, length 



3. Safety - practice setting 
- time of year 
- fatigue 
- IRS 

4. Ice conditions. 

5. Length of practice. 

6. Time of year. 

7. Number of practices per day. 

8. Number of practice per week. 

9. Days before next game. 

10. Equipment required and available - pylons, vests, paint, tubing, 
waterbottles. 

11. Content sequence: 
- warm-up; general, goalie 
- skill development, specialty teams 
- teaching 
- group work - goalie, defence, forwards 
- teaching 
- competitive drills 
- conditioning (speed, power, strength, anaerobic, aerobic) 
- water breaks 
- cool down 

12. Drill sequence - a high tempo-low tempo drill sequence to create 
natural intervals during which players may recover. 

13. Conducting a practice at an accelerated pace reduces the amount of 
time needed for specific conditioning as the practice itself will 
serve as a conditioner. 

14. Ensure that you incorporate specific drills for goalies, defense 
and forwards. 

15. Every practice should have a defensive component - reminder to 
players: to practice good defense; must generate good offense. 

16. Ice utilization. 

17. The Game becomes tougher when players have to: 
i) play at high tempo 
ii) face 1 on 1 competitions in small spaces 



Practice Content  

The content and structure of your practice sessions is directly related to 
your specific goals whereby you: 

i) Review overall goals - yearly plan 

ii) Evaluate player needs based upon: 

- previous material covered (practice log) 

- previous performance in practice 

- previous performance in games 

- next competition 

- time of the season. 

Set objectives for each practice and visualize the finished product. 

Know your material - all part of preparation. 

Don't assume that the players already understand or know a specific technique 
or concept - have everyone on the same wave length. 

Theme Practices:  

flow 
offensive 
defensive 
grind it out! - 
specialty teams 

mental/physical practice 

-If the practice has a main theme - tell it to the players and let them know 
what you want. 

Practice Design 

Factors 
1.  

to consider: 
Number of players - goalies, defence, forwards 

- 2 teams (1/2 practice) 
- 2 groups of 8-10 

2. Age 
_ 
and ability level. 
constant emphasis upon skill 
hockey. 

development, especially in youth 



Planning the Practice  

- Planning is a never-ending process that takes time but pays off in an 
effective practice. 

- Utilize checklists: Know what material (skills, concepts) you want to 
cover during: 
- season 
- macro-cycle 
- month 
- week 
- day 

Sample checklist: 
*Practice checklists - Establish priorities 

- offensive attack: breakout, regroup, entries, offensive zone play 

- defensive zone coverage: 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4, 5-5 
: uneven situations 

- 1-1 situations: rush, defensive zone 

- transition 

- bodychecking 

- read the rush - even, uneven situations; defensive zone coverage 

- 2-1 rush - responsibility of forwards; defense, goalie 

- breakout vs. pinch 

- play from behind the net - defensively and offensively 

- forechecking 

- change lines on the fly 

- power play 

- penalty killing 

- 4 on 4 

- pulling the goalie : 5-6, 6-5 

- face offs 

- defence shooting off the pass 

- forward - net play 



Practice Planning 

   

Planning is the key - Good coaching starts with good planning 
- Establish overall and specific goals 
- know where you are going and how you are 
there. 

 

   

going to get 

The Yearly Plan 

  

- a look at 

- Know what 

the "Big Picture" 

needs attention in terms of your schedule and yearly plan. 

The total season can be divided into a series of macro-cycles phases which 
have a direct bearing upon your practice planning: 

1.  training camp Preparatory I - 
- pre season 

2.  Competitive I - league play 

3.  Preparatory II - Xmas break 

4.  Competitive II - league play 

5.  Competitive III - play offs 

Yearly Plan Considerations when designing overall practice plan: 

1.  

2.  

Practice to game ratio 

Length of practice - teaching, conditioning 

3.  Technical preparation - skill development 

4.  Tactical preparation - team play development 

5.  Physical preparation - fitness 

6.  Peaking 



Value of Practice  

"The more I practice, the luckier I get." 
-Lee Trevino 

Well designed, organized and administered practices serve as the basis in our 
quest for our athletes to reach their "maximum potential" and achieve 
"maximum results". 

Preparation + Opportunity = Success 
(practice) 	(game) 

Success is directly related to effort and commitment on the part of both the 
coaches and the players. 

If we are to improve (succeed) as a team, we have to improve as individuals. 

"Develop your skills in practice, so that you can display them in the game." 
-Dave King 

The Coach in a Practice Setting  

Many Roles: 1. Planner, organizer, inventor 

2. Teacher with a whistle 

3. Communicator 

4. Motivater 

5. Salesman 

Characteristics:  

1. Enthusiastic, energetic 

2. Positive - develop pride in performance rather than fear of 
failure 

3. Team oriented - "We instead of I" 

4. Belief in value of practice 

5. Ability to convey the message - explain, demonstrate, 
analyze, feedback 

6. Put theory into practice 



Key Elements in Practice Organization 

Philosophy of Coaching:  

Serious hockey coaches must posses two characteristics: 
1) Love for the game 
2) Genuine concern for his players. 

Ultimately the goal for every coach: 
i) Maximize the potential of his players. 

-develop knowledgeable, skilled, well conditioned athletes. 

ii) Have a positive influence upon the total development of his 
players 
-develop personal values such as loyalty, dedication, discipline 
and a desire to succeed. 

iii) Create an atmosphere of fun and emjoyment as the players play and 
practice. 

Measure Success by rate of improvement whereby we concentrate on performance 
rather than strictly on the game result. 

The establishment of improvement and performance goals allow us to focus 
player development in practice with success being achieved if our players can 
attain the aforementioned goals. 

Coaching is Dynamic - As coaches we have to continue to strive to improve our 
knowledge of the game and its latest technical developments. Stagnation and 
lack of change on our part will be detrimental to the development of our 
players. 

Philosophy of Practice  

Players and coaches have to share a common philosophy concerning a positive 
attitude toward practice. 

We have to develop a true appreciation for the value of practice, whereby 
coaches and players recognize that the amount of effort and concentration 
that they put into practice will determine what the players get out of the 
practice setting. 

We have to get excited about practice; excited about the opportunity to get 
better. 

"The will to win is easy, but the will to prepare to win is more difficult." 
-Bob Johnson 



PRACTICE PLANNER 

AGE LEVEL: 

PRACTICE NO.: 3 

TEAM: ATOM 

PRACTICE TYPE: 1 Team 

• i • 
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REMARKS 

1. 	WARM UP SKATE - 5 mins. 
counter clockwise 
Long strides one side, knee bent 
other side. 

IQ 	Leg kicks to outside - 1 ski 
forward- 1 side backward. 

HQ 	In . & out sprint between blu 
lines. e 

REMARKS 

2. 	AGILITY SKATE - 8 mins. 
forward cross over around circle 
& backward cross overs arount 
pylons between blue lines. 

• 4 mins. then switch sides. 

REMARKS 

3. 	PUCK CONTROL & SHOOTING - 1( 
mins. 
1/2 at each end; stickhandif 
around pylons; figure 8 arounc 
pylons at blue line & shoot or 
goal. 
after shot go to opposite corner. 
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REMARKS 

4. 	TIMING-PASSING & RECEIVING - 
mint 
go on whistle. 01 pass tc doe 
who sets up puck behind net; ( 
comes down boards to receive pa 
from 01. 
03 swings into middle lane 
receive pass from 02. 03 passE 
to coach & then goes 2 -0 wi 
02 & 0a 

• after shot: 01 goes to 02; 02 
03; 03 01. 

REMARKS 

5. 	TIMING - PASSING & RECEIVING - 1 
mins. 
on whistle defence passes 
goalie who sets puck behind th 
net; defence carries around th 
net & up Ice; forward 1 come 
back 	into 	defensive 	zon 
accelerates Into middle lane fc 
pass from defence; forward 
carries across Ice & up wit 
forward 2 controlling his speed , 
then cuts Into middle for Is 
from forward 1; forward 2 . 
wide, Into offensive zone; delay 
(turn up to boards) & passes tc 
forward 1 coming late. Afte 
Shot forward 1 & forward 2 switci 
lines; defense goes hard to rec 
line; backwards with quick fee 
to blue line & back in line. 

• eye contact & good passing angh 
on every pass - timing. 
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REMARKS 

6. 	CROSS-ICE GAME - 30" shifts; Mgt 
tempo. 

I) 	2-2; 8 mins. 
3 -3; 8 mins. 

REMARKS 
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PRACTICE PLANNER 
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S 	TEAM: ATOM .:„ 

- 	 PRACTICE TYPE: 2 Teams - Full Ice .... 
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AGE LEVEL: 10 & 11 

PRACTICE NO.: 2 

REMARKS 

1. 	WARM UP SKATE 
counter clockwise - 5 min. 

• select warmups and balam 
exercises. 

REMARKS 

2. PUCK CONTROL 
i) Figure 8 around gloves • 5 min. 

Scatter formation 
stationary 	with 	gloves appro' 
two 	feet 	apart 	- 	figure 8 	an 
gloves 	with 	puck, 	roll wrist: 
use of the stick blade. 

• after 30 sec. change direction. 

REMARKS 

11) 	Skating Figure 8 around gloves 
5 mitt 
gloves are approx. 5-6' apar 
skate/stick handle in Figure 
around the gloves. 
change direction every 30 sec. 
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3. 	PASSING & RECEIVING-ID min, 
on whistle X, & 0, skate down i 
and get pass gom 02  X2 . 
they carry around the pylon. 

• give & go pass with co 
centre and shoot on goal. 
& 02 on whistle, etc. 
change sides after 5 min. 

REMARKS 
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*  START BACKWARD v. BM 'Aga 

4. 	DEEKING - 10 min. 
1 vs coach (stationary) 
Forehand fake. 

II) Backhand fake. 
III) Puck through (coach's stick an 

skates) 
Rules: 

a) attack with speed 
b) fake outside range of pok 
check. 
c) accelerate past coach for stu 
on goal. 

REMARKS 
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5. I VS. I - 10 min. 
X & X go up ice 24: X1  turn 
and goes around pylon and attack 
X,; 1-1 using same moves ani 
rules as In 4. 
alternate 	position 	(F&A) 	afte 
every turn. 
change comes after 5 min. 

REMARKS 

6. 4-4 GAME CONTINUOUS -15 min. 
blow whistle every 40 sec. 
teams 'change on the fly' 
change fast 
player with puck when whistle 
goes passes to his goalie to 
allow both teams to change. 



13i 
TEAM: ATOM 

PRACTICE PLANNER 

AGE LEVEL: 10 & 11 

PRACTICE TYPE: 2 Teams - 1/2 Ice 	PRACTICE NO.: 6 

REMARKS 
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1. 	FULL ICE WARM UP SKATE - 7 mins. 
I) Long strides on one side & deer 

squats on other side 
II) Blue line sprints (stick at eye 

on one side & 1 - 2 cross-over: 
on other side 

III) Stay along boards, at blue line 
cut (fast) Into middle circle E 
back out to boards. 

REMARKS 

1/2 ICE 
2. 	SKATING AGILITY -8 mins. 

around circle always facing fai 
end (stay square); backwards 
between the pylons, forwarc 
around middle pylon, backward1 
between pylons & _around circle 
facing near wall. 

• switch sides after 4 mins. 

. - 

REMARKS 

3. SKATING AGILITY, PASSING S 
• SHOOTING 

let player from line A skates 
backward to first cone, forwarc 
around cones & receives a pass 
from next man In line A 
1st player then passes to playei 
from line B who shoots on goal 

• switch sides after 5 mint 
• players switch lines. 
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REMARKS 

4. 	READ & REACT SHOOTING 
10 mins. 

• set up 2 shooters with ,.oac 
behind shooters, X3 passes to X 
if coach's stick on X1 side, > 
skates to check X1 
X1 must read this & pass to ) 
who shoots 
If coach's stick is on X2 sid( 
X4 skates to check X2 & X 
shoots 
after 6 -8 shots switch shooters 

• rotate passers thru lines. 

REMARKS  

5. BREAKOUT 2 FORWARDS & 
DEFENSE. 15 mins. 
back 2 vs. 1 
defense passes puck to boards , 
skates to pick up loose puck 
Defense skates behind net as X 
comes down to hack marks t 
receive a pass from defense. 
X2 	comes across to fill th , 
middle line 
X1 passes to X2 & they sits._ Jul 
to centre line & attack defense : 
vs. 1 

Option  
2 is for defense pass to X2 it 
middle -good timing 
after 7 1/2 mins. switch sides 
forwards always change lines. 

I 
• I • 	• • 

I. 
• e 

REMARKS  

6. 	3 - 3 CROSS-ICE- 10 mins. 
30 sec. shifts - good tempo. 

REMARKS 
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